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A Model of Arab Hospitality 

 
 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
 ،-J"JKا GHI، بَ 0داE+0 ا"DDَ وف /A َ;5 َم "ِ@،0دًة> َ;:789ُ َن5 ا"234 ِم,0/. -,+ُ*م ا"ِ'َ َآ: ا"! أة

84- LM!"ا اJ- ',-!7 أسJAO0P"ا QE0I  . A/ اJ"JK,- .RرT" ا آ0ن م5 أآ م ا"+0سTه AO0P"ا QE0I
 QX"0 -0"+9*. إXH,!وف أه Dم Aه A"أو إ .Z0و إ] نT+; A/ 0و ومT+; فJ,ض JRأ Jم م5 ا^ی0م أنJی

;0دًة ا"@ م مJRJد -T . 2,!dون 0Dbم--0Xc وDb!0هJ/J,'" 0ا و] إنJ ی2aP ض,J/Jا ذ/@,_ أنJا 
م آ0س.  "T+; Jو آ0س. ا"04ي -J"  GHI ،TّK أنJ ا"JاT+; TIو /+0dن JXZة -TKم /+0dن JXZةا"fO0Dت
!:,k,- m یA+D إ] ی0cول ا"JاJ: ./َ TIا:Jا -,'ّ,Tر ی'ّ,-k,*"0K - مJRJد ;+Tو J" j أي ش،ا"04ي

  .-K,0م -784X" ./0,'"0 ا"TZ Aaم یrوروا)  یJKم(أTXR GoZوا -nوم
 

 
English translation: 

 
Woman: hospitality stems from someone’s inner nature.  Usually, however, it’s known to 
be the Arabs’ custom.  They even make an ideal of a man called Hatem el-Ta’ee.1  Hatem 
el-Ta’ee was the most generous among people, to the extent that one day he received 
guests and he had nothing but a camel, which was very important for him …  and how he 
slaughtered it and fed it to his guests instead of having them leave with no food. Usually 
generosity is found among all families. Even if one has only a cup of coffee, he serves a 
cup of coffee; if he has a cup of tea, he serves this cup of tea. One uses anything he has in 
his home to welcome others. So there is no home … ah … I mean one tries his best to be 
hospitable to a person who came to visit. 
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1 Hatem el-Ta’ee was the most generous and hospitable man known in the Arabic history. He lived shortly 
before the appearance of Islam.  


